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Document Information

ORIGINATOR: FBI
FROM: WMFO
TO: HQ

TITLE:

DATE: 04/02/1964
PAGES: 33

SUBJECTS: NORMAN REDLICH

DOCUMENT TYPE: PAPER, TEXTUAL DOCUMENT, OTHER NON-TEXTUAL
CLASSIFICATION: Confidential
RESTRICTIONS: 1B; 4
CURRENT STATUS: Redact
DATE OF LAST REVIEW: 02/12/1998

OPENING CRITERIA: INDEFINITE

COMMENTS: INC AT, LIST, ENV, PHOTOSTAT COPY
REFERENCES: Bulet dated 3/20/64.
NYteteleype dated 3/25/64.
NYteteleype dated 3/27/64.
NHairtel dated 3/27/64.
Buairtel dated 3/27/64.

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

A copy of this report is designated for the New York Office for the completion of their file.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source
WF T-1 is WF [1238] S (c)

File Where Located
134-[5407] Sub A (c)
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NOTATIONS
one cc Deputy A.G. 9
JUN 12 1967
The informants mentioned in the last paragraph of this report are identified as follows:

WF 1047-S and WF 1238-S contacted by SA F.B. GRIFFITH, JR., on 3/27/64.

WF 1282-S contacted by SA C. EDWIN GLASS on 4/1/64.